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What is the language of the brain when it
links perception and behavior? Studies in
the past have suggested that there are sub-
sets of “most informative” neurons for
perception and behavior (for review, see
Parker and Newsome, 1998), and recent
findings have revealed that perception
and behavior can both be induced with
the stimulation of only a small number of
neurons (Houweling and Brecht, 2008;
Huber et al., 2008). Well-known examples
of selective subsets of neurons are found
in the direction-, disparity-, and speed-
tuning properties of cortical motion-
sensitive neurons in middle temporal area
(MT) of the monkey brain (for review, see
Born and Bradley, 2005). As a popular
cortical area to investigate the link be-
tween perception and action, neuronal
activity in area MT has been studied using
different analytic measures such as spike
rates, local field potentials, oscillations,
and response latencies, but the informa-
tion density of the neuronal activity is
usually analyzed between, rather than
within, single neurons. The known disso-
ciation between more and less informa-
tive neurons, however, raises the question
whether the amount of information car-
ried by the neural activity within a single
neuron could also be nonuniformly dis-

tributed. A recent study by Masse and
Cook (2008) published in The Journal of
Neuroscience addresses this question and
demonstrates that for a motion detection
task, some spikes generated by neurons in
MT are indeed more informative about
the stimulus content than others. Impor-
tantly, the more informative spikes are
also more closely related to the monkey’s
response behavior. These novel findings
suggest a relationship between spikes,
stimuli, and behavior that varies on a rel-
atively short timescale within a single
neuron.

Masse and Cook (2008) used datasets
from several studies in which the activity
of single neurons in area MT was recorded
while monkeys detected the onset of co-
herent motion in a dynamic random dot
pattern. Importantly, the motion stimu-
lus was updated relatively slowly (every 27
ms), causing the neurons to discharge in
an oscillatory manner with a frequency
that matched the stimulus updates. Based
on this oscillatory firing pattern, the au-
thors subdivided the neuronal responses
based on whether they occurred during
the rising or falling phase of the oscillation
[Masse and Cook (2008), their Fig. 2
(http://www.jneurosci.org/cgi/content/
full/28/6/1343/F2)]. Using spike-trig-
gered averages (the average stimulus con-
tent preceding a spike), the authors dem-
onstrated that spikes during one of the
phases (often the rising phase) were more
informative about the presence of motion
in a neuron’s preferred direction than
spikes during the other phase. To link
these findings to behavior, correlations

were calculated between the spike-trig-
gered average and two measures based on
receiver-operant characteristics: neuro-
metric value and detect probability. These
measures indicate the extent to which an
ideal observer would be able to distin-
guish coherent and random motion (neu-
rometric value) or different behavioral re-
sponses (detect probability) based solely
on the neuronal data.

Correlations between neurometric
value and detect probability revealed that
the spikes that were most informative
about the presence of motion in the neu-
ron’s preferred direction were also more
informative about the coherence of mo-
tion and more predictive of the monkey’s
behavioral response. Interestingly, the ac-
tivity during the most informative encod-
ing phase was correlated with the animal’s
correctly reporting the onset of coherent
motion, whereas activity during the
weaker encoding phase was correlated
with the animal’s failing to detect coher-
ent motion onset [Masse and Cook
(2008), their Fig. 6 (http://www.jneurosci.
org/cgi/content/full/28/6/1343/F6)].

Models of perceptual decision making
typically involve the accumulation of
spike-rate-encoded sensory evidence to-
ward a decision moment (for review, see
Gold and Shadlen, 2007). This mecha-
nism assumes that all spikes from a single
neuron are similarly related to the stimu-
lus content and the observer’s behavioral
response. It is unclear how the neural ac-
tivity that is correlated with failed behav-
ioral responses should be incorporated in
such a mechanism. If the integration of
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sensory evidence toward a perceptual de-
cision would occur upstream from MT,
this issue could be resolved with a selec-
tion mechanism that processes both posi-
tively and negatively correlated spikes in
an appropriate manner. Unfortunately,
an equally problematic issue directly fol-
lows from this solution, because it re-
mains unclear how such an upstream de-
cision area would “know” whether spikes
are positively or negatively correlated with
the stimulus content. Searching for the
answer to this question in the oscillations
of activity might have been promising if
the strong encoding phase was always ei-
ther the rising or the falling phase of the
oscillatory neuronal response, but this
varies between cells [Masse and Cook
(2008), their Fig. 5 (http://www.
jneurosci.org/cgi/content/full/28/6/
1343/F5)]. This interneuronal variation
makes the selection mechanism for the
most informative spikes even more
complex, strongly suggesting that there
must indeed be a later neural stage that
combines information from multiple
neurons.

The oscillatory neural response in the
current study is a direct result of a slowly
refreshed stimulus and thus to some ex-
tent artificial. Generally, the temporal
precision of a neural code tremendously
increases if spikes are phase-locked to
some oscillatory process because it allows
a continuous latency code (Butts et al.,
2007), but these oscillatory processes do
not necessarily have to be this artificial or
even oscillatory. With more natural stim-
uli, spikes could just as well be phase-
locked to the stimulus, to spikes from

other neurons, or to internal oscillations
of the local field potential (LFP). A rela-
tionship between the LFP and spikes fur-
ther has the advantage of offering a direct
relationship between the input (LFP) and
output signals (spikes) of a cortical region.

The information carried in precise
spike times is many times larger than that
in spike rates, which are typically inte-
grated and averaged over intervals of tens
of milliseconds. The information content
increases even more when spikes are part
of a fixed pattern of relative spike times
originating from several synchronized
neurons (Tiesinga et al., 2008). Masse and
Cook (2008) used classical spike counts in
more or less arbitrarily chosen time inter-
vals to conclude that some spikes are more
informative than others. A more precise
analysis of spike times from synchro-
nously recorded neurons might provide
insights into the mechanism by which the
information asynchrony arises and tell us
more about the brain’s decision mecha-
nisms. It is, however, very well possible
that the brain has ways of selecting the
most informative neurons and best en-
coding spikes (or spike patterns) that go
beyond the detection mechanisms of our
current analysis techniques.

Apart from the discussed problems
with the current interpretation of Masse
and Cook’s results, the authors have con-
vincingly demonstrated that even within a
single neuron, some spikes are more in-
formative than others, and apparently the
brain relies mainly on these more infor-
mative spikes to shape behavior. Unfortu-
nately, it remains unclear how this infor-
mation asynchrony arises or how the

brain integrates the information from
multiple neurons. It is up to future re-
search to unravel general rules regarding
the context that gives spikes their infor-
mation value and the neural mechanisms
on which the brain bases perceptual deci-
sions and behavior. Whereas our current
understanding of the brain’s language is
sufficient to participate in interesting dia-
logues, there is clearly still a tremendous
amount of neural grammar and semantics
to be learned.
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